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ABSTRACT 
We present an interesting method for computing the intersection A A B under 
the star order, for arbitrary pairs of complex m x n matrices A and B. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
From Magnus Hestenes [9] we have the following definition: Two com- 
plex m X n matrices A and B are said to be *-orthogonal to one another 
(also written B I A) if 
B*A=O and AB*=O. ( 1. la-b) 
In the same paper he defined and discussed the binary 
or equivalently 
relation B I (A - B), 
B*(A-B)=O and (A-B)B*=O, ( 1.2a-b) 
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in which case he called B a section or a direct summand of A. 
Drazin has shown [4] that the relation (1.2) on the set C’n,n of all complex 
m x n matrices is a partial ordering, which we shall denote by B 5 A and 
refer to as the *-order on C”‘,“. 
* 
In [6] Hartwig and Drazin have established that C”‘,, forms in fact a 
lower semilattice. That is, for arbitrary A, B E @“‘,n their greatest lower 
bound (often called *-intersection) 
CE~“‘,” CdA,CsB 
> 
(1.3) * * 
under the * -order always exists. In [7] some closed form formulae for the 
intersection A A B are presented for certain pairs of special matrices such as 
partial isometries. The main purpose of this paper, however, is to present 
such a formula in terms of A, B, A*, B*, A+, B’, etc. for arbitrary pairs of 
complex matrices. We then show how this closed form expression leads to an 
effective procedure for computing A A B. A few remarks on special cases 
conclude this paper. 
It should be mentioned that a close connection between *-intersection 
and the paraEle1 sum concept of Anderson and Duffin [l] has been found in 
[6, Proposition 21. This suggests that matrix *-intersections may have physical 
applications in electrical circuit theory. In this context, observe that the 
parallel connection of a pair of n-port networks with n X n impedance 
matrices A and B, respectively, has as its matrix the parallel sum A : B of A 
and B (cf. [l]). Unfortunately, the parallel sum A : B is definable with 
satisfactory properties only for a relatively narrow class of pairs A, B. A 
typical example is the case where A and B are both nonnegative definite 
hermitian matrices, and the corresponding network is necessarily reciprocal 
and resistive. Using A A B rather than the parallel sum A : B may hence 
make it possible to extend the work of Anderson and Duffin to more general 
networks. We also remark that connections of the star partial ordering with 
Schur complements and idempotent matrices are mentioned in [8]. Some 
further applications of this order concept in statistics will be discussed in a 
future paper by the author. 
Throughout this paper we adopt the following usual notation. For a given 
matrix A in the space Cm,” of all complex m x n matrices we denote by A*, 
rank(A), A’, .%(A) and J”(A), respectively, the conjugate transpose of A, 
the rank of A, the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, the range space of A, and 
the null space of A. If A is square, the trace of A will be denoted by 
trace(A). By Z and 0, respectively, we denote the identity and zero matrix of 
whatever size is appropriate to the context. Next let J? and 3’ be linear 
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subspaces of the n-dimensional complex vector space C”. Then L ’ will 
denote the orthogonal complement of J in C” (with respect to the usual 
inner product), and if J n X = (0}, then &@3’ will denote the direct 
sum of k and %. If J?= J I, we shall write P& for the orthogonal 
projector onto & along 3’. Notice that P& may be defined by PJu = u if 
u E J and P&u = 0 if u E 3?. Recall that P is an orthogonal projector if 
and only if P = P* = P2, i.e. P is hermitian and idempotent. Also observe 
that I- Pd= P&L. The dimension of k will be denoted by dim(&). 
Further we denote by AL the image of & under A, i.e. AA = {Au 1 u E A?}. 
For every matrix A the following facts are basic and will be used frequently 
in this paper without comment: 9(At) = &@(A*) = &‘(A) I, &/(A*) = 
N(A*) = L&‘(A)l, A+* = A*+, AA+ = PscAj, A+A = PscAe,, AA+A = A, A+AA+ = 
A+. We also recall to the following two concepts. A square matrix A is called 
EP if 9(A) = &?(A*). The matrices A, B E C”‘.n are said to *-commute if 
A*B and AB* are both hermitian matrices. 
2. GEOMETRIC EXPRESSION FOR A A B 
In [6], Hartwig and Drazin established the semilattice property of Cm,” 
with respect to the *-order. Their strategy was to show first that A A B exists 
whenever B is a partial isometry and then to reduce the general case to this 
by means of the Penrose decomposition. The approach presented in this 
section is, however, quite different. As a result of our constructive one-step 
approach we shall in addition obtain in Theorem 2.7 an explicit geometric 
expression for A A B, for arbitrary pairs A, B E Cm,,. 
For the sequel it is convenient to introduce some further notions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E Cm,,. A linear subspace k of C” is said to be 
*-suitable for A [also written k E 9(A)] if 
w/Z zS(A*) and A*AJ L k. (2.Ia-b) 
The reader is cautioned against believing that the first part of this 
definition is redundant, i.e. it follows from the second part. That this is not 
the case is seen by considering the following matrices: 
Despite W(A*AP) c 9( PI, 9( P)g LZ(A*). 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let A, B E Cm,“. A linear subspace k of @” is said to 
be *-suitable for the pair A, B [also written k E /‘(A, B)] if 
&?cLZ(A*)n.S(B*)nM(A-B), (2.2a) 
A*Awd c &?, B*Bk c A. (2.2b-c) 
Evidently, k E /(A, B) if and only if k E 9(A)n 9(B) and k G 
&“(A - B). 
DEFINITION 2.3. For A EC’“,“, let _&A) denote the set of all those 
matrices B E C7’L~n with B 5 A, i.e. the set of all predecessors of A with 
respect to the *-order. * 
We proceed with characterizing _/(A) and _Y(A)n J(B) by means of 
9(A) and &A, B), respectively. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E Cm,“. Then B E _&A) if and only if B = AP, 
for some k E 9(A). Moreover, notice that J E /(A) is uniquely deter- 
mined by B E _&A). 
Proof. First assume that B E _&A), i.e. B 5 A. Then by (1.2b), 
(A - B)B* = 0. Postmultiplication by B*’ yields 0 =*(A - B)B*B*” = (A - 
B)B+B, i.e. ABtB = B. Since BtB = PscB*), we arrive at B = AP,(,,,. So it 
remains to show that k := L%(B*) E J(A). But premultiplying (1.2b) by A* 
results in A*AB* = A*BB*. From (1.2a), B*A = B*B or equivalently A*B = 
B*B. Then S?(B*)L~(A*) because .L%‘(B*) = L%?(B*B). Also A*AB* = 
B*BB*, thus showing that A*A9(B*) c S(B*). Hence 9(B*) E 9(A), 
which completes the proof of necessity. 
To prove sufficiency, let B = AP, for some J E /(A). Then 
k L &‘(A*) and A*A.k c k. The latter inclusion is equivalent to 
P,lA*AP, = 0. Hence (A - B)B* = A(Z - P,)P,A* = 0 and B*(A - B) = 
P,A*A(Z - P&) = (PM I A*AP,)* = 0. By definition of 5 we thus arrive at 
B E _/(A). Finally assume that B = AP, = AP, for some L,Jt/ E 4(A). 
Since A is injective on L&‘(A*), it follows from J? G S%‘(A*) and ~9’ G &‘(A*) 
that k=X n 
THEOREM 2.5. Zkt A, B E cm,“. Then C E _dA)n __/(B) ifund only if 
C = AP, for some k E /(A, B). Moreover, notice that .l E J(A, B) is 
uniquely determined by C E ._.&A) n J(B). 
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roof. Since k E &A, B) if and only if JZ E .Y’(A)n 9(B) and 
k c _&‘(A - B), sufficiency follows by means of Theorem 2.4. To see the 
converse, let C E &A)n d(B). Th en as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, 
C = AP,,,,, = BP,,,,, and S(C*) E J(A) n J(B). Now (A - B)P,(,,, = 
0, i.e. S(C*)cM(A - B). C 11 t g b o ec in o servations then results in 9(C*) E 
/(A, B), and the proof is complete. n 
It is obvious that the set inclusion, c, defines an ordering on 9(A) and 
./(A, B). In our next theorem we write &I YS ka if Ji c &a. 
THEOREM 2.6. For A E @“‘,“, let 
f:/(A) +-.8(A) 
be defined by 
f(d) := AP,. 
This mapping is monotonic, i.e., ZJ -k; 5 -k; then f(&,)$ ~<JZ~>. 
Proof. Let ki,ka E /(A) b e such that -k; 5 ~?‘a. Then -k; c da, so 
that PkzPx, = P&, = PklPd2. Hence CAP_,, - AP,,XAPAl)* = A<Pd2 - 
Pd,>PM,A* = 0. ASO (APA,)*(APd2 - A&,) = [<P,,- P_u,>A*AP~~I* = 0 
because A*Aki c-k; c ka. Hence, as desired, f(Ji)? f(ka). n 
Next observe that ki + JZ?~ E /(A, B) whenever ki, kz E /(A, B). 
Since each k E /(A, B) is contained in the finite dimensional linear space 
&a := SZ’(A*)n a(B*)n JI/(A - B), it is then clear that whenever 9(A, B) 
is nonvoid it has a (unique) greatest element JZ* with respect to the 
ordering 3, in which case, J 3 JZ* for each J E /(A, B). This fact may 
now be combined with Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 to yield the following 
preannounced geometric expression for A A B. 
THEOREM 2.7. The intersection 
CEC~,“CSA,CSB 
> (1.3) * * 
exists for each pair A, B E Cm,“. Moreover, if ..L* denotes the greatest 
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element from /(A, B), then 
A A B = APM, and Ar\B=BP,,. (2.3a-b) 
Proof. By checking the corresponding defining equations (1.2a-b), it is 
seen that 0 E _J(A)f’ k’(B). So by Theorem 2.5, _/(A, B) # 6. We thus 
know that J(A, B) has a unique greatest element, say JZ,. For each 
JZ E &A, B), therefore J j JZ.+. Next recall that J E &A, B) if and 
only if J E /(A)f’ 9(B) and JZ c Jy(A - B). Then by means of Theo- 
rem 2.6., BP, = AP, 5 APA, = BP, for each & E &A, B). Hence in 
view of Theorem 2.5, A *A B = AP&, =‘BPJ*. n 
It is interesting to mention at this point that J(A) and /(A, B) 
equipped with 3 are lattices, i.e., each pair Ji,Ja from /(A) [J(A, B)] 
has an infimum -k; A da as well as a supremum -k; V A2 in /(A) 
[/(A, B)]. Precisely, ~lr\~2=~~n~2 and -k;~~-Z~=k~+k~. 
Moreover, A, = sup /(A, B). Let 9(A) := {PJu 1 JZ E 9(A)) and 
S(A, B) := { PL 1 JZ E /(A, B)). Th e mapping g :9(A) + 9(A) [/(A, B) 
+ 9(A, B)] defined by g(k) := PL is an order preserving isomorphism, 
i.e., -k; 5 kZ e g(Jl)5 g(k& 
For later use we conGlude this section by characterizing those linear 
subspaces Y of C” for which A A B = AP,. It should be stressed that in 
contrast to &.+., the subspace Y is not uniquely determined in general. 
THEOREM 2.8. For A, B E Cm,“, let JY* be as before. Further let Y be 
a linear subspace of C”. The f 11 o owing conditions are then equivalent: 
(i) A A B = AP,; 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, A A B = AP&, Hence A A B = AP, if and 
only if AP, = AP&, or equivalently ( Py - PJ*)A* = 0, i.e. 9(A*) c J”(Py 
- P&*). Since ..4, E ./(A, B), by (2.2a) -k*, c &?(A*). Then W(A*) = J, 
@ [&‘(A*) n ~2.) 1. Consequently &?(A*) c Jy( Py - PA* ) if and only if 
&* EY and 9(A*)nk,L ~,7l, or equivalently J, C Y C J, @ 
M(A). So (i) a (ii). That (ii) is equivalent to (iii) is obvious. Since A, E 
/(A, B), we obtain (ii) = (iv) by means of (2.2b). To prove the converse, let 
A*A.Y c .&* and A* c 9Y Since J, E J(A, B), by (2.2b) A*A&, C &, 
Moreover, by (2.2a) JZ, c 9(A*). Hence A*AJ, = JZ* because A*A is 
injective on &?, . But then &, = A*A..k, c A*AY c k*. Therefore 
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A*Ak, = A, = A*AF, which in turn implies 9- c A* @JI/(A). Collect- 
ing observations results in (ii). W 
3. ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSION FOR A A B 
In this section we are first interested in an algebraic closed form 
expression for A A B. In view of (2.3) it suffices to find an algebraic 
expression for P&, in terms of A, B, A*, B*, A’, B’, etc. As a by-product of 
our approach we are then led to INTERSEC, a nice procedure for computing 
A A B. The following two theorems will play a key role. 
THEOREM 3.1. For A, B E Cm,“, let _k6 := 9(A*) n $J(B*) n 
N(A - B). Then 
&,,=&'(I-A+B)nN(Z-B?A). (3.1) 
Proof. Let x E _kb. Then Ax = Bx. Also x E 9(A*), i.e. AtAx = x. Thus 
(I - AtB)x = (I - AtA)x = 0. On using r E 9(B*), likewise (I - B+A)x = 0. 
Hence &a cJ’(Z - A+B)fl &‘(I - BtA). Conversely, let r E Jl/(Z - A+B)fl 
&‘(Z - BtA), i.e. r = AtBx = B?Ax. S ince @At) = L%‘(A*) and 9(Bt) = 
.9(B*), then x E S(A*)n W(B*). M oreover, A*Ax = A*AA+Bx = A*Bx and 
B*Bx = B*BB+Ax = B*Ax. In other words, A*(A - B)r = 0 and B*(A - B)x 
= 0. Thus (A - B)*(A - B)r = 0, which in turn implies (A - B)x = 0, i.e. 
x E &‘(A - B). Hence x E ykb, and the proof is complete. W 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, B E Cm,“. For i EN, let Li :=k'((A*A)'- 
(B*B)‘)fl N(A(A*A)’ - B(B*B)‘). Further let -k,, and L* be defined as 
before, and let Yk := _kb n &I n * . . n -k;, fork E N,. Define r := dim(&,,I, 
implying r < min{rank(A), rank(B)). Then 
d-z c ;w, (3.2) 
fin- each & E .-/(A, B) and fw each k EN,. Moreover, 
d-Z*=y (3.3) 
for each s > r. 
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Proof. Let k E /(A, B). Then for each x E A, in view of (2.2a-c), 
we have A*& E JZ, B*Bx E &, and (A - B)x = 0. These facts are he- 
quently used below. We begin with proving (3.2) by induction. To that end, 
let x E k. Then 0 = (A - B)A*Ax and 0 = (A - B)B*Br =(A - B)B*Ar. 
Hence 0 = (A - B)(A*Ax - B*Ax) = (A - BXA - B)*Ar, or equivalently 
(A - B)*Ax = 0. Therefore 0 = A*Ax - B*Ax = (A*A - B*B)x, i.e. x E 
J”(A*A - B*B). From this we further get (AA*A - BB*B)x = (A - B)A*Ax 
= 0, so that we arrive at x E -k;. Trivially x E &?,, =: ra. Hence &? c Yi 
and k c Ya. Let us assume now that (3.2) is true for k E N; we shall then 
prove it for k + 1. It suffices to show that x E kk+ r is true for each x E k. 
Let x E JZ?. By (2.2b), A*Ax E yk: From the induction hypothesis, clearly 
A*Ax = B*Bx, (A*A)kx = (B*B)kx, and A(A*A)kx = B(B*B)kx. But then 
[(A*A)~+~ -(B*B)~+~]~ =[(A*A)k -(B*I?)~]A*& = 0 and [A(A*A)k+l - 
B(B*B)~+‘]x = [A(A*A)k - B(B*B)k]A*~ = 0, completing the proof of 
(3.2). 
Since k, E /(A, B), (3.2) im pl ies -k*, c K for each s > r. In order to 
prove the converse inclusion, let s > r. Trivially E & &a. We next show that 
A*AK c T and B*BF c iV$ for notice that then K E /(A, B) and thus, 
as desired, q G JZ, . So let x E K. Then it is not difficult to see that for 
i=O,l,..., s - 1 we have (A*A)‘r = (B*B)‘x E -k;. Also (A*A)“x = (B*B)“x 
E _kb. Moreover, A*Ax = B*Br E l9_ 1. Thus we only have to prove A*Ax E 
_,& or (A*A)% E &r. But s > r := dim(kJ and Ji cJa. Therefore there 
exist suitable scalars Ai (i = 0, 1, . . . , s - 1) such that 
s-1 
(A*A)~~ = c A,(A*A)‘x. 
0 
Since (A*A)% E Jr (i = 0, 1,. . . , s - I), it now follows that (A*A)“x E -k;. 
So we have (3.3) and the proof is complete. n 
We are now ready to verify the following algebraic closed form formula 
for A A B. 
THEOREM 3.3. For A, B E Cm,“, let r, JZ,, and ki, Z$ (i E No) be as 
before. Furthermore, define fm k E No 
FO 
I: IFl Tk:= . , 






A/I B=A(Z-T,tT,) and A A B = B(Z - TiTk) (3.4a-b) 
whenever k z r. 
Proof. Notice that Z - TiTk = PHcTkj and JI/(T,) = M(F,,> n Jy( F,) 
n a.- nJY(Fk)=&,n&lfI .. * n -k;c = 3cy so that Z - TiT, = Pry,. For 
k > r, by Theorem 3.2 4, = Yk and hence Pd. = PyL. As a consequence of 
(2.3a-b) we then obtain (3.4a-b). n 
This theorem needs some further discussion. Evidently the crucial point 
in performing the computation of A A B by means of Theorem 3.3 is that we 
need (at least implicitly) r. If r is unknown, one might propose to use 
k = r1 := min{m,n} or k = r2 := min{rank(A), rank(B)}. [Notice that rank(C) 
= trace(CC+).] Clearly r1 2 r2 2 r, so that k = r1 and k = r2 are indeed 
admissible choices in the previous theorem. However, using k E {r,, r2} in 
lieu of k = r has the drawback of making the matrix Tk, in general, 
considerably larger. To overcome this difficulty, one might propose to 
compute r according to r = trace(Z - FJF,), but only at the expense of 
requiring knowledge of FJ or FJFa. Moreover, notice that even if r is 
known, the matrix T,. can be very large. In this context it is interesting to 
recognize that r, in general, is not the least possible choice of k for which 
(3.4) holds true. The matrices A = Z and B = Z serve as a simple example. In 
the light of this observation it is therefore quite natural to ask: How can we 
find the least possible choice of k? The following theorems help to answer 
this question. 
THEOREM 3.4. For A, B E Cm*“, let ki, K, Fi,Ti (i E NJ, r, and k* 
be defined as before. Zf k E N,, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i> A A B = A(Z - TJTk); 
(ii) A, = P$; 
(iii) Yk C -k;, + i; 
(iv) Fk+l(Z - TJT,) = 0. 
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Proof. In view of Z - T$T, = PMcTkj and Jy(Tk) = -k,, n L1 n . . . n 
-k;, = 2Kk, we have (i) = A A B = AP,,. By Theorem 2.8, A A B = APYk if 
and only if Vk = A* @ [Vk n J”(A)]. From Yk c &a c 9(A*) = J(A) ‘, 
we have P$ n M(A) = (0). Thus A A B = PYk if and only if PQ = A*. So 
(i) - (ii). That (ii) * (iii) follows from Theorem 3.2 by observing A, E 
/(A, B). To prove the converse, let Vk G “k;c+ i. Then for each x E P$, we 
have A*Ax = B*Bx and A*Ax E Y’. Also Tk cdO. Thus Vk E /(A, B). 
Consequently P$ G A,. Since, again by Theorem 3.2, A, c %Yk, we arrive 
at 77” = &, . This completes the proof of (iii) j (ii). Evidently, (iii) * (iv). 
n 
Notice that the previous theorem may also be applied when k = 0. 
However, if the null space of one of the block matrices constituting F, (recall 
F,, = T,) is contained in Yi, it still admits a stronger version. 
THEOREM 3.5. For A, B E C”‘,“, let the notation be as before. Further 
put C := Z - AIB and D := Z - BtA, or vice versa. Then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) A A B = A(Z - CtC); 
(ii) A, = M(C); 
(iii) Y(C) C Yr; 
(iv) D(Z - CtC) = 0 and F,(Z - CtC) = 0; 
(v) J’(C) z Jy( D) n &‘(A*A - B*B) and C is EP. 
In that case N(C) = L,, and CtC = CC+. 
Proof. Let C := Z - AtB and D := I - BtA. Then JY(C)n M(B) = {O}. 
By means of Theorem 3.1, also 4, ckO cH(C) c 9(At) = W(A*) = 
N(A) I. Hence in particular H(C) n J(A) = {O). Since Z - CtC = PMcc,, 
we then obtain (i) w (ii) by applying Theorem 2.8. 
In virtue of Theorem 3.2, &, 2 Y,, thus showing (ii) * (iii). Assume 
next that (iii) holds. Then d0 c N(C) G rr = -k;, n-k; c Jo and so 
M(C) = _kh = Y0 c &i. Applying Theorem 3.4 with k = 0 now yields (ii). 
Obviously, (iii) = (iv). We next prove (iii) j (v). If H(C) c Vi, then 
clearly M(C) G Jy( D)n N(A*A - B*B). Since (iii) * (ii), also Jr = _kb 
= H(c). Thus &* = &?a = ,Y(C) c N(D) n &‘(A*A - B*B). Using 
Jv( D) c JI/(B*BD) = N(B*B - B*A) now gives x(C) G Jt/(A*A - B*A). 
But A*A - B*A = A”A - B*A+*A*A = C*A*A, so that &‘(C) c_ JI/(C*A*A). 
Since A*A is injective on &, = M(C), it follows from (2.2b) that 
A*AX(C) = M(C). Hence /(C)cA(C*). As is well known, rank(C)= 
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rank(C*). Therefore N(C) = J%“(C*), or equivalently s(C) = s(C*), i.e. C 
is EP. 
In order to prove (v) 3 (ii), let N(C) c JV( D)~J Jt/(A*A - B*B) and let 
C be EP. Then by Theorem 3.1, do = J(C). By observing J”(D) c 
J’(B*BD) = &‘(B*B - B*A), we further get J’(C) c ,V(A*A - B*A) = 
Jy(C*A*A). Hence A*ALO c ..&a. Since J0 L J’(A*A - B*B), also 
B*Bda c .&a. Therefore J?, = _k6 = J’(C). This is (ii). Since C is EP if 
and only if CC + = C ‘C, the proof is complete. n 
We are now in the position to sketch, in Figure 1, a nice procedure for 
determining A A B. The notation is the same as before. In addition we put 
Pi := 
i 
I-C+C if i=-1, 
Z - Ti+Ti if i E N,. 
In view of Theorem 3.2 it is clear that this method stops after a finite 
number of steps. If it stops when i = 0, it follows that C is the matrix F of 
lowest size from the sequence C, To, T,, . . . such that A A B can be written 
in the form 
AA B=A(Z- F’F). (3.5) 
If it stops in the loop after the ith iteration has been performed, this matrix is 
T,, i.e. F = Ti. In this context notice that (3.5) holds not only for F but also 
for all its successors. 
At a first glance the procedure INTERSEC seems to require in each 
iteration the computation of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a particular matrix 
from the sequence C, To, T,, . . . . Since each matrix from this sequence is a 
proper submatrix of its successor, it may be desirable to carry out the 
Moore-Penrose inversion so that at each instant of time (iteration) it fully 
reflects all the Moore-Penrose inversions that have been computed so far for 
its predecessors. Such methods for Moore-Penrose inverting a block parti- 
tioned matrix a block at a time do exist (see, e.g., Theorem 3.4 in [lo]). 
On considering the method INTERSEC once more it even turns out that in 
the loop we really do not need Tit (i E NJ itself, but only Pi, which is the 
orthogonal projector onto J(Ti). Of course, the computation of this projec- 
tor is a task comparable to computing Tit. But in view of the foregoing 
remark it should be expected that there also exists an updating method for 
computing Pi directly from Pi_1 (i E NJ. That this is indeed possible 
follows from the next theorem, which is given here without proof; cf. Cline 
[3, p. 595, line 51. 
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FIG. 1. Flowchart of the method INTERSEC for computing A A B with A, B E Cm.“. 
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THEOREM 3.6. For U E Cm,” and V E GS,“, let W* :=(U*,V*). Put 
P := UtU and R := WtW. Then 
R=P+Q, (3.6) 
where Q := [V(I - P)]‘[V(I - PI]. 
By means of this theorem it is not difficult to see that the computation of 
Pi (i E N,) can be carried out according to 
Pi = 
i 
‘i-1 -( DPi_l)+DPi_, if i = 0, 
Pi-l -(FiPi_,)tFiPi_I if i EN, 
(3.7) 
where the Moore-Penrose inverse of either the n X rr matrix DP_, or the 
(m + n) X n matrix Fi Pi _ 1 is required. Using this relation in our computa- 
tional scheme has the advantage that a growing array for storing Ti and Tit is 
no longer needed. For finding At, Bt, Ct, (DP_,)+, (F,P,>+, etc. in the 
method INTERSEC we can clearly apply any existing procedure for Moore- 
Penrose inverting a matrix; the interested reader is referred to Ben-Israel 
and Greville [2] and to Wilkinson and Reinsch [ll] (see also Hartung and - 
Werner [5]). Further notice that the equations X*(X - A) = 0, (X - A)X* = 
0, X*(X - B) = 0, and (X - B)X* = 0, which all hold true for X = A A B, 
may be used to check the quality of our computation. Needless to say, 
roundoff errors will destroy exact zeros. 
If m < n then an alternative-and, with respect to the storing array, 
preferable-method is to compute A A B according to A A B = (A* A B*)*. 
The latter equation follows from the fact that for an m X n matrix X one has 
X E _&A)n Z?(B) if and only if X* E _&A*)n _&B*). 
The method INTERSEC, which is easy to follow and to compute, will now 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider 
be illustrated by a simple example. 
and B = 
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At and Bt are readily obtained as 
Hence 
C := Z - A+B = 
From this we get 
sothat P_,:=Z-CtC= 
Using D := Z - B’A, we next obtain 
Since 









0 10. i 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1 0 1 I( 
0 0 -1 
‘00 0 
00 1 
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For the blocks of F,, i.e. A*A - B*B and AA*A - BB*B, we obtain 
A*A-B*B=[Ii ; -k) and AA,-BB*B=(Ii i Ii]. 
Since F, PO = 0, we compute 
This is A A B. 
We mention at this point that a fully interactive computer program for 
the computation of the intersection of two real m X n matrices is available 
from the author on request. It is called CINTR and is programmed in FORTRAN 
using the subroutine LGINF from IMSL Inc.‘s mathematical and statistical 
library. The CINTR FORTRAN 77 program was developed and implemented on 
an IBM 3081 under the operating system VM/CMS at the RHRZ of the 
University of Bonn by using the VS FORTRAN compiler. In CINTR all mathe- 
matical operations are performed in double precision. The flow of computa- 
tions of CINTR is by and large displayed in Figure 1. For Moore-Penrose 
inverting a matrix the routine LGINF is invoked; the projectors Pi are 
computed recursively according to (3.71. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
In this final section we mainly wish to consider a few special cases. The 
definition of J,, gives rise to an interesting question: Under what conditions 
on A and B can A A B be expressed as 
A A B = AP_,,_,,? 
The reason for being interested in such conditions is that A A B can then be 
computed in a simple fashion by means of only a single Moore-Penrose 
inversion. Notice that 
The following results provide us with a detailed answer to this question. 
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THEOREM 4.1. For A,B E @',,., let _kb and J* be defined as before. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A A B = APM(*_,,; 
(ii) M(A - B) c JZ* @H(A); 
(iii) JI/(A-B)=d, @[M(A)n JI/(B)1; 
(iv) A*AM(A - B) c &* ; 
(v) A A B = BF'McA-Bj; 
(vi) B*BJI/(A - B) c JZ* ; 
(vii) A*AJZ/(A - B) L -k;, and B*BM(A - B) C do. 
In that case, A* = J,,. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, (i) = (ii) = (iii) a (iv) [observe that JI/(A - B) 
n N(A) = J"(A)n k'(B) and J* c _kb G N(A - B)]. By the same token, 
(v) w (vi). Trivially, (i) S+ (v). From (iv) and (vi) we obtain (vii) because 
_&* G Jc,. Assume next that (vii) holds. Recall that by definition A0 = JI/(A 
- B)n %?(A*)n 9(B*). Then A*AJa z A*AM(A - B)G -kc,, from which 
we get A*Auka = _k6 b ecause A*A is injective on &a. Likewise, B*B&a = 
JO. Hence _&‘a E /(A,B). This implies J?, = dO, and it is clear that 
(vii) * (vi). n 
The conditions given in Theorem 4.1 appear to be essentially useless 
computationally because (in general) we do not know JZ* before computing 
A A B. The next results, however, demonstrate that there are certain pairs of 
special matrices where this is not the case. 
THEOREM 4.2. For A, B E cm,“, let _kb and k* be as before. Consider 
the following two cues: 
(i) A and B *-commute; 
(ii) A - B is EP, and A and B commute. 
Zf either (i) or (ii) holds true, then 
A*B=A[Z-(A- B)+(A-B)], 
A/\B=B[Z-(A-B)+(A-B)]. 
In particular, A, = _kb. 
(4.la) 
(4.lb) 
Proof. (i): Assume that A and B *-commute. Then by definition, 
A*B = B*A and BA* = AB*. We show that A*AJI/(A - B) C_ kO and 
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B*B&‘(A - B)c LO. To that end, let x E Jt/(A - B), or Ax = Bx. Then 
A*Ax = A*Bx = B*Ax = B*Bx. In addition, BA*Ax = AB*Ax = AA*Bx = 
AA*Ax, or equivalently (A - B)A*Ax = 0. Combining observations gives 
A*Ax = B*Bx E &‘(A - B). In other words, A*AJ”(A - B) c J#‘(A - B)~I 
.%?(A*)~I 9(B*) =: -kb and B*BJI/(A - B) c J?,,. As a consequence of The- 
orem 4.1 we now obtain (4.la-b) and &* = Aa. 
(ii): Let A - B be EP, and assume that A and B commute. Then by 
definition 9:(A - B) = .%?(A* - B*) and AB = BA, or equivalently J#‘(A - 
B) = &‘(A* - B*) and B*A* = A*B*. Consequently, 9(B*A - B*B) = 
B*~(A - B) = B*~(A* - B*) = ~(B*A* - B*B*) = ~(A*B* - B*B*) = 
(A* - B*)S?(B*) c W(A* - B*), or equivalently JV(A - B) E JV(A*B - 
B*B). Also (A* - B*)B*B = B*(A* - B*)B = B*(A*B - B*B). Hence 
B*Bh’(A - B) c _&‘(A* - B*) = /(A - B). In view of &‘(A - B) c 
JI/(A*B - B*B), we have A*Ax = A*Bx = B*Bx for each x E JI/(A - B). 
Thus A*Ax(A - B) = B*B&“(A - B) G L%‘(A*)n W(B*). Combining ob- 
servations now results in A*AJI/(A - B) c _kb and B*BJ’(A - B) c do, so 
that L* = _kb and (4.la-b) again follow from Theorem 4.1. W 
It should be remarked that in case when A and B *-commute the 
expressions (4.la-b) are simpler than the expressions (2.6) in 171, for they 
need a smaller number of Moore-Penrose inversions. Also notice that for case 
(ii) a different proof of (4.la) may be found in [7]. 
THEOREM 4.3. For A, B E cm.,, let -k,, and d, be as before. lf A and 
B are isometrics, i.e. A*A = Z and B*B = 1, then JZ* = _kb = M(A - B) and 
AnB=A[I-(A-B)+(A-B)], (4.la) 
AAB=B[Z-(A-B)+(A-B)]. (4.lb) 
Zf A* and B* are isometrics, then 
Ar\B=[I-(A-B)(A-B) 
AAB=[I-(A-B)(A-B) 
m+ A, I (4.2a) 
s+ B. 1 (42b) 
Proof. Let A and B be isometries, i.e., let A*A = Z and B*B = 1. Then 
9(A*) = &%‘(B*) = C”, so that JO = JV(A - B). Trivially, A*AJ,, c _kb and 
B*B.kO c -kb. As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 we now obtain (4.la-b) and 
4, = A0 = J%‘(A - B). Next let A* and B* be isometries. Then from the 
first part of this proof, A* A B* = A*[Z -(A* - B*)+(A* - B*)] = A*[Z -(A - 
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B)(A - II)+]*. Using A A B = (A* A B*)* gives (4.2a). (4.2b) is similarly 
established. w 
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